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ABSTRACT
Software-based sequential service chains in Network Function

Virtualization (NFV) could introduce significant performance over-
head. Current acceleration efforts for NFV mainly target on op-
timizing each component of the sequential service chain. How-
ever, based on the statistics from real world enterprise networks,
we observe that 53.8% network function (NF) pairs can work in
parallel. In particular, 41.5% NF pairs can be parallelized without
causing extra resource overhead. In this paper, we present NFP, a
high performance framework, that innovatively enables network
function parallelism to improve NFV performance. NFP consists
of three logical components. First, NFP provides a policy specifi-
cation scheme for operators to intuitively describe sequential or
parallel NF chaining intents. Second, NFP orchestrator intelligently
identifies NF dependency and automatically compiles the policies
into high performance service graphs. Third, NFP infrastructure
performs light-weight packet copying, distributed parallel packet
delivery, and load-balanced merging of packet copies to support NF
parallelism. We implement an NFP prototype based on DPDK in
Linux containers. Our evaluation results show that NFP achieves
significant latency reduction for real world service chains.
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(a) Traditional sequential NF chain
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(b) NFP framework supporting parallel NFs

Figure 1: Traditional sequential chain derived from [36] v.s.
NFP service graph with parallel NFs

1 INTRODUCTION
Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) addresses the problems

of traditional proprietary middleboxes [61] by leveraging virtu-
alization technologies to implement network functions (NFs) on
commodity hardware, in order to enable rapid creation, destruc-
tion, or migration of NFs [24]. In operator networks [52], data cen-
ters [32, 36], mobile networks [25] and enterprise networks [60],
network operators often require traffic to pass through multiple
NFs in a particular sequence (e.g. firewall+IDS+proxy) [7, 26, 50],
which is commonly referred to as service chaining. Meanwhile,
Software-defined Networking (SDN) is used to steer traffic through
appropriate NFs to enforce chaining policies [2, 16, 23, 32, 50]. To-
gether, NFV and SDN can enable flexible and dynamic sequential
service chaining.
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However, the benefits of NFV come with considerable compro-
mises [24]. Especially, software-based NFs could introduce signif-
icant performance overhead (e.g., Ananta Software Muxes run-
ning on commodity servers can add from 200µs to 1ms latency
at 100 Kpps [21]). Moreover, the service chain latency may grow
linearly with the length of the chain (possibly seven or longer [36]),
which may be unacceptable for some applications that work under
tight latency constraints. For example, real-time analytics and On-
line Data-Intensive (OLDI) applications like web search and online
retail generate short messages that are sensitive to packet delay,
which partially comes from NFs inside data centers [31]. Appli-
cations, such as algorithmic stock trading and high performance
distributed memory caches, require ultra-low (a few microseconds)
latency from NFs in the cloud infrastructure [21, 37].

Some research efforts have been devoted to addressing the perfor-
mance drawback of software-based NFV. We mark their optimiza-
tion points on the example service chain in Figure 1(a). #1: Individual
NF acceleration: ClickNP [37] proposes to offload software logic
onto programmable hardware (e.g. FPGA) to accelerate individual
NFs. NetBricks [47] abandons VMs or containers, and runs NFs on
a single CPU core to improve NF performance. #2: Packet delivery
acceleration: Intel DPDK [30], ClickOS [38] and NetVM [28, 64]
optimize packet delivery from the network interface cards (NICs)
to VMs, and between VMs. #3: NF modularization: OpenBox [7]
modularizes NFs (which is also proposed in [2, 46, 60]) and improves
overall performance by sharing common building blocks between
NFs and chaining the remaining blocks together. We summarize
that #1, #2 and #3 address the NFV performance challenge in a hor-
izontal scope, i.e. accelerating each component in a service chain
horizontally, while still following sequential composition of NFs.

However, a closer look into the NFs in a service chain shows
that some NFs share no dependency and could work in parallel. For
example, in the service chain shown in Figure 1(a), the Monitor
NF only maintains packet statistics without modifying packets.
Therefore, as shown in the service graph in Figure 1(b), we could
send traffic into the Monitor and the Firewall simultaneously, pick
the output of the Firewall, and achieve the same result as sequential
composition. In this way, the equivalent chain length is three and
could bring a theoretical latency reduction by 25%. Moreover, our
study on NFs deployed in enterprise networks (§4) reveals that
53.8% NF pairs could work in parallel. Especially, 41.5% pairs can
be parallelized without introducing extra resource overhead.

Therefore, orthogonal to above NFV acceleration efforts, we
exploit opportunities to enhance NFV performance from a ver-
tical scope. Based on above observations, we refer to the idea
of Instruction-Level Parallelism (ILP), an acceleration technology
widely adopted in modern CPUs [13], and propose NFP, a high
performance framework, that innovatively embraces NF parallelism
to reduce NFV latency. As shown in Figure 1(b), NFP framework
consists of three logical components including a policy specifica-
tion scheme, NFP orchestrator, and NFP infrastructure. Our main
contributions are:

• We present the motivation and design challenges of introducing
NF parallelism into NFV, and propose the NFP framework that
exploits NF parallelism to improve NFV performance. (§2)

• NFP provides a policy specification scheme for intuitively repre-
senting sequential or parallel chaining intents of network opera-
tors to improve the parallelism optimization effect of NFP. (§3)

• We design NFP orchestrator that can identify NF dependency and
automatically compile policies into high performance service
graphs with parallel NFs. (§4)

• We design NFP infrastructure that efficiently supports NF paral-
lelism based on light-weight packet copying, distributed parallel
packet delivery, and load-balanced merging of packet copies. (§5)

• We implement NFP based on DPDK in Linux containers. Evalua-
tions show that NFP could achieve up to 35.9% latency reduction
for real world service chains. (§6)

2 MOTIVATION AND CHALLENGES
This section first describes the background and motivation for

adopting NF parallelism in NFV. We then introduce design chal-
lenges of NF parallelism in NFV.

2.1 Background and Motivation
Background: Parallelism has been well studied in computer pro-
gramming [1, 29] and high performance computing [14]. A type of
parallelism named Instruction-Level Parallelism (ILP) reorganizes
sequential instructions and executes independent instructions in
parallel [1]. ILP has been widely adopted in modern processors [13].
Analogous to ILP, we intend to embrace NF parallelism to improve
NFV performance by identifying independent NFs andmaking them
work in parallel.

To determine the optimization scope of NF parallelism for NFV,
we investigate and conclude from the literature that there exist two
models to support service chains in NFV, including the pipelining
model [28, 38, 64] and the run-to-completion (RTC) model [27, 47].
The pipelining model uses multiple cores to carry a chain, while the
RTC model consolidates an entire service chain as a native process
on a CPU core. NF parallelism targets at accelerating pipelining
model based NFV networks. We present a more detailed discussion
about two models in § 7.
NF Parallelism brings significant latency benefit: To get intu-
itive feelings about the optimization effect of NF parallelism, we
collect commonly deployed NFs, their actions, and percentages in
enterprise networks [60, 61] (see Table 2 in §4). Based on the statis-
tics, we find that 53.8% of NF pairs can be parallelized (§4), which
promises the optimization range of NF parallelism. Furthermore, ac-
cording to our measurement, parallelizing the Firewall and Monitor
NFs in Figure 1 brings 12.9% latency reduction. For some real world
service chains, NFP can achieve up to 35.9% latency reduction (§6).
NFParallelism canworkwith and benefit other optimization
techniques: First, for individual NF acceleration techniques [37,
47], NF parallelism can parallelize independent accelerated NFs
to achieve higher performance. Second, we can use fast packet
delivery technologies [28, 30, 64] to accelerate packet delivery in
NF parallelism. Third, NF parallelism could benefit both monolithic
andmodularized NFs [2, 7, 60]. After decomposingNFs into building
blocks, common modules can be shared, and NF parallelism can be
implemented in the granularity of building blocks. We provide an
example of combining parallelism and modularity in §7.
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2.2 Design Challenges
Based on the above motivation, we propose a novel framework,

NFP, to enable NF parallelism in NFV to improve its performance.
We encounter four key challenges in the design of NFP.
Policy design to describe service graphs: For sequential service
chaining, network operators assign specific positions for NFs in a
service chain. However, when we intend to support NF parallelism
in NFV, traditional approach for specifying NF positions cannot be
used to describe NF parallelism intents. Therefore, supporting NF
parallelism requires a new, intuitive way to describe both sequential
and parallel NF composition intents to construct optimized service
graphs. To this end, NFP proposes a policy specification scheme
with richer semantics to address this challenge. We introduce its
definition in §3.
Orchestrator design to construct service graphs: With NF par-
allelism, traditional sequential service chains are optimized into
high performance service graphs. Thus, supporting NF parallelism
challenges the orchestrator to identify NF dependencies and au-
tomatically compile NFP policies into high performance service
graphs. However, with the fast innovation and booming NFs in
NFV, exhaustively and manually analyzing each pair of NFs is time
consuming and lacks scalability. In response, we propose NF depen-
dency principles along with an automatic dependency identification
algorithm running in the NFP orchestrator. We present them in §4.
Orchestrator design to optimize resource overhead: NF par-
allelism may introduce two or more copies of every packet that
could occupy extra network bandwidth resource and largely deteri-
orate throughput. Thus, the orchestrator is challenged to construct
high performance service graphs with marginal resource overhead.
One strawman solution is to adopt consolidation [28, 60] and place
parallel NFs in the same hardware box to store packet copies in
the memory. However, this solution still suffers from the trade-off
of gaining 2× performance at the cost of 2× memory resources. In
response, we propose an optimized solution to mitigate the resource
overhead brought by NF parallelism. We carefully design the NFP
orchestrator that intelligently identifies opportunities to realize NF
parallelism without packet copying. Furthermore, we introduce
several resource optimization techniques. We discuss them in §4.
Infrastructure design to support NF parallelism: Introducing
NF parallelism into NFV incurs several concerns on the infrastruc-
ture design. First, the infrastructure should support light-weight
packet copying to minimize the copy overhead. Second, the infras-
tructure requires a merging module to merge processed packets
from parallelized NFs into the final output. However, the merger
is burdened to process massive packet copies and could become a
performance bottleneck. Finally, current solutions on packet deliv-
ery between NFs [28, 38, 64] depend on a centralized virtual switch.
However, packet queuing in this centralized switch would compro-
mise the performance. The problem is even worse when supporting
NF parallelism, which might double the number of packets to be
forwarded at the same time. We introduce the NFP infrastructure
design to address above challenges in §5.

3 POLICY DEFINITION
For traditional sequential service chaining, network operators

need to specify a policy, which sequentially assigns positions to

Table 1: Sequential v.s. NFP description of chaining intents
based on the example in Figure 1.

(FW stands for Firewall, and LB represents Load balancing)
Traditional
description of
the service chain
in Fig 1(a)

Assign(VPN, 1)
Assign(Monitor, 2)
Assign(FW, 3)
Assign(LB, 4)

NFP Policy for
the service chain
in Fig 1(a)

Order(VPN, before, Monitor)
Order(Monitor, before, FW)
Order(FW, before, LB)

NFP Policy for
the service graph
in Fig 1(b)

Position(VPN, first)
Order(FW, before, LB)
Order(Monitor, before, LB)

NFs in the chain, as shown in the first row of Table 1. However,
NFP attempts to construct high performance service graphs with
parallel NFs, requiring an intuitive way to describe both sequential
and parallel NF composition intents. Therefore, we define a policy
specification scheme, which includes three types of rules, in NFP.
Network operators can compose several rules together into a policy
to describe chaining intents.
Order (NF1, before, NF2): This rule expresses the desired execu-
tion order of two NFs. For example, in the service chain shown
in Figure 1(a), the network operator can first send the traffic to
the VPN and then the Monitor by specifying Order(VPN, before,
Monitor). This Order rule type can be used to describe a sequen-
tial NF composition intent. Multiple Order rules can describe a
sequential service chain as shown in the second row in Table 1,
which is equivalent to the traditional description in the first row.
This ensures the compatibility of NFP to support sequential service
chains. Network operators can simply provide a traditional service
chain specification without using NFP policies, and we are able to
automatically transfer it to NFP policies. Then, NFP orchestrator
could explore parallelism opportunities for the NFs in Order rules
for better performance. In this way, NFP could optimize traditional
sequential service chains into high performance service graphs. We
elaborate this in §4.
Priority (NF1 > NF2): In NFP, network operators should be able
to describe the intent of executing two NFs in parallel. However,
the actions of the two NFs may conflict. For instance, Firewall
and Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) may disagree on whether
to drop packet or not. Therefore, network operators can specify
the Priority(IPS > Firewall) rule to parallelize the two NFs
while indicating the system should adopt the processing result of
IPS during conflicts. NFP orchestrator will automatically identify
conflicting actions between NFs and parallelize them accordingly.

A seemingly equal rule to the above rule is Order (Firewall,
before, IPS). Although they may provide the same result, they
are used in different situations. An Order rule is used to intuitively
describe sequential NF composition intents, while two NFs in a
Priority rule are intended to be executed in parallel. NFP orches-
trator further inspects the dependency of NFs in an Order rule to
see whether they are parallelizable. If they are, an Order rule is
converted into a Priority rule, and the NF with the back order
is assigned a higher priority. If not, the two NFs should still be
chained in sequence.
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Table 2: A non-exhaustive list of commonly deployed NFs and their actions on packets [8, 60, 61].
The % column presents the percentage of the NF deployed in enterprise networks derived from [60].

(R for Read, W for Write, T for True, and Add/Rm for Add headers to or Remove headers from packets)
NF Products % SIP DIP SPORT DPORT Payload Add/Rm Drop

Firewall iptables 26% R R R R T
NIDS NIDS cluster [62] 20% R R R R R
Gateway(Conf
/Voice/Media) Cisco MGX [11] 19% R R

Load Balance F5 [45], A10 [44] 10% R/W R/W R R
Caching Nginx [54] 10% R R R
VPN OpenVPN [17] 7% R R R/W T
NAT iptables R/W R/W R/W R/W
Proxy Squid [56] R/W R/W
Compression Cisco IOS [10] R/W
Traffic Shaper Linux tc [22]
Monitor NetFlow [12] R R R R

Position (NF,first/last): The service chain for north-south traffic
in data centers [36] in Figure 1(a) requires all packets to be processed
by the VPN first. This raises the requirement of placing an NF in
a specific position in the service graph. However, we cannot pre-
acknowledge the final optimized graph structure. Thus, we can
only assign an NF as the first or last one in the service graph. We
design the Position(NF, first/last) rule to describe such type of
intents. For instance, we can specify a Position(VPN, first) to
ensure packets traverse the VPN first. NFP orchestrator places the
VNF in the service graph in a sequential manner, as illustrated by
the VPN NF in Figure 1(b).

With above rules, network operators can define chaining intents
by composing multiple rules into a policy (the third row in Table 1)
to describe a service graph (Figure 1(b)). Note that traditional se-
quential description of a service chain has to assign all NFs with
positions in the chain.WithNFP policy, however, operators can only
specify chaining intents for partial NFs as needed. This looses the
constraints and leaves a larger space for NFP to seize all parallelism
opportunities to improve performance. Finally, the rules manually
written by operators could possibly conflict with each other. For
example, an operator could write two rules with conflicting orders,
i.e. Order(NF1, before, NF2) and Order(NF2, before, NF1), or
assign an NF at different positions, i.e. Position(NF1, first) and
Position(NF1, last). The challenges of policy conflict detection
and resolution have been recognized and studied in [34, 40, 49]. We
will refer to prior wisdom and leave them to our future work.

4 ORCHESTRATOR DESIGN
NFP orchestrator takes the NFP policies as input, identifies NF

dependencies, and automatically compiles policies into high perfor-
mance service graphs possibly with parallel NFs. The optimization
goals of the compilation is to fully benefit from the high performance
brought by NF parallelism, while introducing very little resource
overhead. This section will introduce each step in the service graph
construction process in detail.

4.1 NF Parallelism Analysis
As introduced above, for NFP policies, we take the two NFs in a

Priority rule as directly parallelizable, and place the NF assigned

Table 3: For Order(NF1, before, NF2), whether the two NFs
are parallelizable, and whether we need to copy packets if

the two NFs can be executed in parallel.
Green blocks denote parallelizable, no need to copy.
Orange blocks denote parallelizable, need copy pkts.

Gray blocks denote not parallelizable situations.
For read-write or write-write case, we need not copy

packets if two NFs modify different fields.

NF1
NF2 Read Write Add/Rm Drop

Read
Write

Add/Rm
Drop

in a Position rule in the head or tail of the graph in a sequential
manner. However, for two NFs in an Order(NF1, before, NF2)
rule, we need to further explore their parallelism possibility.

NFsmay perform various actions on packets including Reading or
Writing headers or payloads, Adding or Removing header fields, and
Dropping packets. Table 2 presents a summary of some commonly
deployed NFs and their actions on packets, derived from [8, 60, 61].
We observe that the actions of different NFs may conflict with each
other. For instance, the NAT and the Load Balance both modify
the destination IP address of a packet. If the operator inputs an
Order(NAT, before, LB), the orchestrator is challenged to iden-
tify the parallelism possibility of the two NFs for high performance.

To analyze whether two NFs are parallelizable, we propose a
result correctness principle: Two NFs can work in parallel, if parallel
execution of the two NFs results in the same processed packet and
NF internal states as the sequential service composition. Based on
this principle, we summarize parallelizable and unparallelizable
situations in Table 3. The green and orange blocks represent par-
allelizable situations. For example, suppose NF1 reads the packet
header, and NF2 later modifies the same header field. To ensure
that NF1 reads the original header that has not been changed by
NF2, we could copy the packets and send two copies into NF1 and
NF2 in parallel. Gray blocks denote unparallelizable situations. For
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example, if NF1 first writes a packet header and later NF2 reads this
header, the operator intends to transmit the modification of NF1 to
NF2. Therefore, the two NFs should work in sequence.

4.2 Resource Overhead Optimization
In a Priority rule or a parallelizable Order rule, the two NFs

can work in parallel with packet copying, which could incur re-
source overhead. Furthermore, large memory block copying could
degrade latency and throughput performance [28, 30]. To address
this challenge,NFP explores opportunities to support NF parallelism
without packet copying, and proposes optimization techniques to
reduce copying overhead.

We refer to the result correctness principle and summarize the
situations where packet copying is not necessary for parallelism in
green blocks in Table 3. For example, suppose NF1 and NF2 both
read the packet. Since the reading action does not modify packets,
the two NFs can read the same packet simultaneously. Orange
blocks represent situations where packet copying is needed for
NF parallelism. For example, if NF1 reads a header and NF2 later
modifies it, we could copy the original packet, send two copies into
NF1 and NF2 in parallel, and select the output of NF2 as the final
output, which could still achieve result correctness.

To further reduce copying overhead, we propose the following re-
source optimization techniques based on our insights on NF actions
and dependencies.
OP#1: Dirty Memory Reusing: As represented by blocks with
both green and orange colors in Table 3, for read-write or write-
write situations, we decide the necessity for packet copying de-
pending on whether the two actions operate on the same packet
field. If two NFs read or write different fields of a packet, they
can operate on the same packet copy. We name this optimization
technique as Dirty Memory Reusing, which could reduce packet
copying necessities.

Note that when two NFs on two CPU cores operate the same
packet copy simultaneously, the header fields theymanipulate could
possibly map to the same cache line, incurring cache contention
and degrading performance. However, according to our evalua-
tion in § 6, despite the possible existence of cache contention, by
adopting NF parallelism, NFP could still significantly outperform
sequential service chaining in NFV. Dirty Memory Reusing is de-
signed to reduce resource overhead when pursuing NF parallelism,
and provided as an optimal feature. If a network operator cares little
about resource consumption in NFV, this feature could be switched
off to provide safe performance enhancement.
OP#2: Header-Only Copying: We observe from Table 2 that
only few NFs (7%) modify packet payloads. Besides, we derive
from [4] that the average packet size in data centers is around 724
bytes. For TCP packets, the header only occupies 8.8% of the total
size. Therefore, we propose Header-Only Copying that only copies
packet headers for some cases of NF parallelism. Multiple NFs that
modify the payload will be executed in sequence, which is a very
rare situation according to Table 2. Header-Only Copying could
improve performance and save memory by shortening the length
of memory to be copied. Note that after header copying, we should
modify the packet length field of the copied header to the length of
the header itself, ensuring that parallel NFs receive valid packets.

Algorithm 1: NF Parallelism Identification

Input: Order (N F 1, bef ore, N F 2).
Output: Parallelizable p , conflicting actions ca.
actionList1 = fetchAction(AT, N F 1) ;1
actionList2 = fetchAction(AT, N F 2) ;2
p = TRUE ;3
ca = NULL ;4
foreach (a1, a2) ∈ (actionList1, actionList2) do5

if (a1, a2) = (r ead, write) or (write, write) then6
if (a1, a2) operate the samef ield then7

ca.append(a1, a2);8

continue;9

switch fetchParallelism(DT, (a1, a2) do10
case NOT_PARALLELIZABLE11

p = FALSE ;12
return;13

case PARALLELIZABLE_NO_COPY14
continue;15

case PARALLELIZABLE_WITH_COPY16
ca.append(a1, a2) ;17

4.3 NF Parallelism Identification Algorithm
Based on above NF parallelism analysis and resource optimiza-

tion techniques, we propose an NF parallelism identification algo-
rithm for two NFs obeying an order rule as shown in Algorithm 1 1.
NFP orchestrator maintains an NF action table (AT, i.e. Table 2)
and an action dependency table (DT, i.e. Table 3), and takes an
Order rule as input. The algorithm can determine that the two NFs
can be parallelized without packet copying or with packet copy-
ing, or cannot be parallelized. First, the algorithm fetches all the
actions of the two NFs from AT (lines 1-2). Then it exhaustively
goes over all action pairs from the two NFs (lines 5-17) to figure
out the parallelism possibility for the two NFs based on the DT.
For the read-write or write-write case, we need to further decide
if the two actions operate on the same field (lines 6-9). If the two
NFs can be parallelized with packet copying, we need to record the
conflicting actions (lines 16-17). Finally, the algorithm generates the
output of whether the two NFs are parallelizable (p) and possible
conflicting actions (ca), whose existence indicates the necessity of
packet copying.

We input all possible NF pairs from Table 2 into the algorithm.
According to the algorithm output and the appearance probabilities
of the NF pairs, we find that 53.8% NF pairs can work in parallel.
In particular, 41.5% pairs can be parallelized without causing extra
resource overhead, which promises the optimization effect of NF
parallelism for NFs summarized in Table 2.

To accommodate a new NF into NFP, network operators could
generate an action profile of the NF manually or with the analysis
tool provided by NFP (§5.4), and register it into Table 2. NFP would
then be able to construct service graphs containing this new NF.

For two NFs specified in a Priority rule, we still need to decide
whether they require packet copying to work in parallel. In this
situation, we still use Algorithm 1 to identify possible conflicting
actions of the two NFs.

1For parallelism identification among multiple NFs, we run Algorithm 1 for each pair
of NFs, as demonstrated in §4.4.2.
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Figure 2: Service Graph Construction Workflow

4.4 Service Graph Construction
The NFP compiler constructs service graphs based on NFP poli-

cies to pursue high performance with marginal resource overhead. It
first transforms policies into pre-defined intermediate representa-
tions, then compiles the intermediate representations into indepen-
dent micrographs, and finally merges the micrographs to generate
the final service graph. We next introduce each step of the service
graph construction process, as demonstrated in Figure 2.

4.4.1 Transforming Policies into Intermediate Representations.
We design two types of intermediate representations to store NFP
policies, as shown in Figure 2. For Position rules, we maintain
the NF type and its position in the left representation block, which
records the placement of a single NF. For Order rules, we imple-
ment the Algorithm 1 to check whether they can be parallelized and
identify conflicting actions. For Priority rules, we still need Al-
gorithm 1 to find out conflicting actions. The Order and Priority
rules are finally transformed into the representation shown on the
right, which reveals the relationship between two NFs.

4.4.2 Compiling Intermediate Representations into Micrographs.
After transforming policies into intermediate representations, we
first sequentially chain NFs that are not parallelizable (e.g. NF2 and
NF3 in Figure 2). Then we concatenate intermediate representations
with overlapping NFs into a micrograph by using overlapping NFs
as junction points. There are three types of micrograph structures
including Single NF (e.g. NF1, NF8), Tree (e.g. NF2, NF3 andNF4), and
Plain Parallelism (e.g. NF5, NF6 and NF7). Single NF micrographs
come from NFs assigned in Position rules (e.g. NF1), or free NFs
with no rule restrictions (e.g. NF8). Tree micrographs come from
unparallelizable NFs. We exhaustively check dependencies of all
leaf NF pairs with the same root to figure out whether the leaf
NFs can work in parallel. For plain parallelism micrographs, we
exhaustively check the dependencies of all NF pairs to calculate how

many packet copies are needed for them. So far, we have generated
micrographs with no overlapping NFs.

4.4.3 Merging Micrographs into the Final Graph. Finally, we
merge micrographs to generate the service graph. NFs assigned by
Position rules are first placed in the head/tail of the chain (NF1).
Thenwewrap up each remainingmicrograph (including free NFs) as
one NF, and exhaustively check the dependency of each micrograph
pair to decide their parallelism. If any dependency is detected be-
tween micrographs, network operators will be informed to further
regulate execution priority of them. Finally, we place independent
micrographs in parallel (Figure 2).

Based on the final graph structure, NF dependencies, and NF
priorities, we create a classification table that records how to direct
a packet to its corresponding service chain, a forwarding table that
records how to steer different packet copies (version1 and version2
in Figure 2), and a merging table that stores how to merge packet
copies. We introduce the detailed table design in §5.

5 INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN
Figure 3 illustrates the design overview of NFP infrastructure.

As mentioned in §2, NFP adopts consolidation to avoid occupying
extra network bandwidth resource. For packet delivery among NFs,
to pursue high performance, we use the zero-copy packet delivery
proposed in NetVM [28, 64]. As shown in Figure 3, each NF owns a
receive ring buffer and a transmit ring buffer, which are stored in a
shared memory region allocated in huge pages [41] accessible to all
NFs. Received packets also reside in the shared memory, while an
NF simply writes packet references into the receive ring buffer of
the other NF to realize packet delivery. Such a zero-copy delivery
eliminates the copy overhead for packet delivery.

However, the infrastructure design for supporting NF parallelism
is challenged in several aspects.

• NFs may drop packets. The infrastructure is challenged to deal
with the situation where one of the two parallel NFs drops the
packet, and the other one reads or modifies it.

• The infrastructure needs tomergemultiple versions of a packet to
create the final output, which incurs the challenge for themerging
module to handle heavy load without becoming a performance
bottleneck.

• In previous work [28, 64], packet steering among NFs relies on
a centralized virtual switch, which according to our evaluation
incurs a performance overhead due to packet queuing. The infras-
tructure requires a more efficient approach in delivering packets
among NFs.

NFP carefully designs the infrastructure to address above chal-
lenges. The red solid line in Figure 3 shows a packet processing path
inside the infrastructure. When a packet enters an NFP server, we
introduce a classifier that sends the packet reference into the proper
service graph. For the packet delivery, we design a distributed NF
runtime to efficiently deliver packets among NFs in parallel. Finally,
multiple copies of a packet are sent into themerger module to gener-
ate the final output. These modules can be dynamically configured
by the orchestrator. Next we introduce each module in detail.
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Figure 3: NFP infrastructure design overview

5.1 Packet Classification
The classifier module takes an incoming packet from the NIC

and finds out the corresponding service graph information for the
packet, including how many packet copies are expected in the
merger, how to merge different copies of a packet, and the first
hop(s) of the service graph. Therefore, the classifier maintains a
Classification Table (CT) shown in Figure 4 to store the match fields
(e.g. five tuple), the total packet copy count to be received in the
merger, themerging operations (MOs) tomerge packet copies (details
are presented in §5.3), and the actions indicating the first NF(s) of
the service graph, based on which the classifier sends the packet
into the entrance of the graph.

Note that different packets in a flow, or different flows that fol-
low the same service graph are forwarded and merged in the same
pattern according to its service graph structure. Therefore, we tag
those packets that follow the same service graph with the same
Match ID (MID) to avoid repeated storage of the service graph infor-
mation. Latter modules could identify the service graph to which
the packet belongs based on MID to forward or merge packets. To
transmit the MID to latter modules, we tag it into packet metadata
shown in Figure 5. Twenty bits of MID could express 1M service
graphs.

However, despite each packet in a flow should be merged in the
same way, the merger needs to collect all versions of each packet
to generate the output for this packet. For this purpose, we need
to grant an identification to each packet in a flow. Therefore, we
design a Packet ID (PID) identifier of 40 bits and tag it into the packet
metadata. Furthermore, to identify different versions of a packet,
we assign a version to each packet copy, which is also tagged into
packet metadata, for the merger to generate the final output.

Therefore, the NFP classifier attaches a 64 bits metadata to a
packet, recording the MID, PID and version of a specific packet
copy. The data structure of the packet is shown in Figure 5. Each
Classification Table entry is generated by the orchestrator to direct a
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Figure 5: NFP packet data structure

flow into a specific service graph. It is then installed to the classifier,
and will remain static when processing and delivering packets of
this flow.

5.2 Packet Delivery Among NFs
After anNF processes a packet,NFP should steer the packet to the

subsequent NFs in the service graph without copying, or copy the
packet and send the copies into parallel NFs. As mentioned above,
using a centralized virtual switch as the forwarder might incur
performance overhead. To address this challenge, NFP distributes
the packet forwarding task and enables each NF to independently
forward packets to subsequent NFs in parallel. To make this process
transparent to NF developers and incur no NF modifications, we
design an NF runtime for each NF to perform traffic steering, as
shown in Figure 3. After packet processing, the NF could delegate
the packet to the NF runtime, which copies the packet reference
to the next NFs’ ring buffer to realize packet forwarding. Through
the distributed NF runtime, we could parallelize the packet delivery
process and alleviate the forwarding hot spot.

Each NF runtime maintains a forwarding table (FT) (see Fig-
ure 4), which stores a local view of the entire service graph. The
global forwarding table is generated at the end of the service graph
construction process (§4.4.3), and then statically installed to the
Chaining Manager (as shown in dashed blue line in Figure 3). The
chaining Manager splits the global table and installs the forwarding
rules to each NF runtime. When an NF delegates a packet to the
NF runtime, the MID in the packet metadata is used to look up the
actions in FT. We design four types of actions.
ignore: When an NF intends to drop the packet, it conveys the
dropping intention to the NF runtime. The NF runtime then imple-
ments the ignore action to ignore original actions in the FT entry
for this packet. Furthermore, the NF runtime sends a nil packet to
deliver the dropping intention to the merger.
distribute(version, targets): This action sends the reference of a
specific version of a packet to one or multiple target parallel NFs
without packet copying.
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Figure 6: An example of NFP merging process

copy(version1, version2): This action copies packet version1 and
tags the new copy as version2. We only copy packet headers and set
the “packet length” field as the length of the header itself. Besides,
we prepare memory blocks to store input or copied packets dur-
ing the system initialization. Therefore, the header copying does
not require dynamic allocation of the memory and could avoid
performance degradation.
output(version): This action is used to output the packet after
it has traversed the entire service graph. The output action is
performed by the last NF in the service graph possibly assigned by
a Position rule.

Note that the actions field of the Classification Table also includes
above actions. The classifier may copy and send a packet into one
or more NFs as a start, according to the service graph structure.

5.3 Load Balanced Packet Merging
After all NFs have processed a packet, multiple copies of this

packet is sent into a merger module to generate the final output.
The merger maintains a dynamic Accumulating Table (AT) as shown
in Figure 4. Each entry records the received packet copy count and
the received packet copy versions of a packet. Note that the number
of received packet versions may not be equal to the received packet
count, since several NFs may process the same packet copy and
send it to the merger independently. Next we introduce the merging
process in detail.
Packet Merging:When the current count field in AT reaches the
total count recorded in CT referenced by the key of MID, the merger
will merge the packet copies according to the merging operations
(MOs) in the CT. The original packet copy is tagged as version v1 by
the classifier, andMOs record how tomerge the rest of packet copies
into v1 to create the final output. In other words, MOs indicate
which bits of different packet versions should be included in the
final processed packet. MOs include three types of operations.
• modify(v1.A, v2.A): This operation overwrites the packet field
A of v1 with that of v2. For example, modify(v1.SIP, v2.SIP)
changes the source IP address of packet v1 into that of v2.

• add(v2.B, before/after, v1.A): This operation adds the packet
field B of v2 before/after the field A of v1. For example, operation
add(v2.AH, after, v1.IP) adds the Authentication Header (AH)
of v2 after the IP header of v1.

• remove(v1.C): This operation removes the field D from v1. For
example, operation remove(v1.AH) removes the AH header from
packet version v1.
We show an example set of MOs in Figure 6. The merger goes

over eachMO, executes the operation, and generates the final output

as shown in the last row of Figure 6. Note that Field D1 of packet
v1 is not referred to by any operation. Therefore, this field remains
unmodified and is written directly into the final packet. Field D2 of
v2 is also not mentioned by any operation, meaning that D2 will
be ignored and not included in the final packet. Current design
and implementation of MOs are protocol dependent. As our future
work, we will refer to protocol independent definition of packet
fields such as P4 [5] to support advanced and customized NFs.

To deal with NF dropping actions on a packet p, we enable the
NF runtime to send a nil packet, which has the same metadata as p
to the merger. When the merger receives a nil packet, it considers
the packet p as dropped. We then remove the related AT entry and
release the memory of all received packet copies. This could provide
consistent processing results with sequential NF processing.

A possible design choice of packet merging is to maintain an
extra copy of the original packet, simply xor the processed and
original packets to find themodified bits. In this way, we are relieved
from the burden of inspecting NF actions and generating merging
operations. However, there are several drawbacks of this approach.
First, we previously inspect NF actions to identify NF dependency.
Without NF action profiles, NF parallelism identification would
become adhoc by exhaustively analyzing each NF pair. Second,
the xor mechanism cannot easily handle header addition/removal
or dropping actions. Finally, maintaining the original copy of the
packet brings unnecessary resource overhead.
Merger Load Balancing: The merger is heavily burdened to pro-
cess all copies of every packet and could introduce performance
bottleneck. To address this challenge, we propose to deploy multiple
mergers in one NFP server and design a merger agent to balance
the load among the instances. A merger instance maintains a local
AT, and could merge any packet from any service graph.

To ease its instantiation and destruction, we implement the
merger as an NF. Amerger instance can be dynamically instantiated
or destroyed by the orchestrator similar to other NFs. Packets to
be merged are first sent to the merger agent, which then performs
simple load balancing to split the load. Note that we should ensure
that multiple copies of the same packet are sent to the same merger
instance. However, packet copies may be modified by NFs. There-
fore, the merger agent performs a simple and fast hashing on the
immutable PID field of a packet and steers the packet to a merger
instance. Note that different packets in a flow own different PIDs
and could be distributed to different merger instances. We evaluate
the merger overhead and the load balancing effect in §6.

5.4 Integrating Network Functions into NFP
NFP provides NFs with interfaces to access and modify packets,

and an NF runtime to drop or deliver packets after processing. To
integrate a new NF into the system, NFP needs the actions of the
NF for parallelism identification and service graph construction. To
this end, NFP provides an inspection tool for operators that can
inspect NF codes to find the usage of interfaces that operate on
packets, including reading, writing, dropping and adding/remov-
ing bits. Operators can run the inspector against their NF code to
automatically generate an action profile, which can be registered
into NFP to integrate the new NF into NFP.
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In our current implementation, we provideDPDK based interfaces
for NFs to access and modify packets. DPDK could parse the packet
and provide NFs with a data structure to read and write the packet
headers or payloads. The inspection tool analyzes the calls of the
packet data structure to determine actions of NFs. In future, we plan
to integrate advanced modular NF specifications [18, 35, 47] into
NFP, and identify actions of NFs by inspecting their component
modules and combining the actions of the modules together.

6 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
We implement the NFP framework and the NF action inspector

(14,000 LoC in total) based on DPDK version 16.11. We evaluate
NFP based on a testbed with a number of servers, each of which
is equipped with two Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2690 v2 CPUs (3.00GHz,
10 physical cores), 256G RAM and two 10G NICs. The servers run
Linux kernel 4.4.0-31.

We run NFs using Docker [39]. Each NF runs inside a container
on a physical CPU core. Besides, each merger instance occupies
a container, while the merger load balancer itself also occupies a
container. All containers are configured to run in privileged mode
to access host resources including the NIC and shared memory
on huge pages. We isolate and dedicate each core to a container
alone, which could ensure that the core will not be scheduled by the
operating system. The classifier also consumes a separate CPU core.
It is implemented as a process running in the user space on the host
operating system. It constantly pulls packets from all active NICs
through DPDK interfaces, classifies each packet, attaches metadata
to it, and sends the packet to the corresponding service chain, by
writing the packet’s reference into the receive ring buffer of the first
NF in the chain. The NF runtime is implemented to initialize the
ring buffers of the NF in the shared memory on huge pages. After
an NF is deployed, its runtime collects packets from the receive
ring buffer, delivers packets to NF logic, and takes over the packet
for further delivery after NF processing.

For test traffic, we use a DPDK based packet generator that runs
on a separate server and is directly connected to the test server.
The generator sends and receives traffic to measure the latency and
the maximum throughput without packet loss.

NFP achieves high performance with marginal resource over-
head. We evaluate NFP with the following goals:

• demonstrate thatNFP can support sequential service chains with-
out introducing extra performance overhead compared with state
of the art software based high performance platforms such as
OpenNetVM [64], a container implementation of NetVM [28]
(Figure 7).

• study the performance improvement brought by NFP based on
the variables of NF complexity, parallelism degree, and service
graph structure (Figures 8, 9, 11, 12).

• demonstrate that the overhead brought by NFP is minimal, in-
cluding the resource overhead from packet copying and the per-
formance overhead incurred by packet copying and merging.
(§6.3)

• demonstrate that NFP achieves significant latency reduction and
marginal resource overhead for real world service chains and
traffic in data centers (Figure 13).

6.1 Network Functions
To evaluate NFP, we implement a range of network functions:

L3 Forwarder:A simple forwarder that obtains the matching entry
from a longest prefix matching table with 1000 entries to find out
the next hop.
Load Balancer: We implement the commonly used ECMP mecha-
nism in data centers [21] that hashed the 5-tuple of the packet to
balance the load.
Firewall: This is a firewall similar to the Click IPFilter element. It
passes or drops packets according to the Access Control List (ACL)
containing 100 rules.
IDS:A simple NF similar to the core signature matching component
of the Snort intrusion detection system [55] with 100 signature
inspection rules.
VPN: It implements the tunnelmode of IPsec AuthenticationHeader
(AH) protocol. It encrypts a packet based on the AES algorithm and
wraps it with an AH header.
Monitor: It maintains per-flow counters, which can be obtained by
the operator. The counter table uses the hash value of the 5-tuple
as the key.

6.2 Performance Improvement
6.2.1 Sequential Service Chain Performance. Despite that NFP

accelerates NFV through NF parallelism, there may be situations
where the policy is compiled into a sequential service chain. There-
fore, NFP is challenged to support sequential service chains with
no performance overhead compared with existing systems such as
OpenNetVM. In fact, a sequential service chain does not require
packet copying and merging, which theoretically incurs no perfor-
mance penalty.

To control the variable of NF complexity, we generate sequential
chains by composing multiple instances of the L3 forwarder that
is implemented in OpenNetVM and NFP in the same way. We
vary the chain length from 1 to 5. We use 64B to 1500B packets
to evaluate the throughput, and focus on the latency for (min-
size) 64B packets. Experimental results in Figure 7 show that NFP
suffers a tiny latency overhead, and outperforms OpenNetVM by
achieving line rate for packets of any sizes. OpenNetVM dedicates
a CPU core for the centralized switch to forward packets, while
NFP relies on the distributed NF runtime that shares the CPU core
with the NF. Therefore, NFP could suffer a little latency overhead,
but could alleviate the performance bottleneck of the centralized
switch during high packet rates and achieve a higher throughput.

6.2.2 Effect of Different NF Complexity. We evaluate the opti-
mization effect of NFP for NFs with different complexity. First, we
measure the performance of the six NFs implemented in NFP. To
study the effect of the complexity itself, we control the parallelism
grade as two, meaning that we compare the performance of sequen-
tial or parallel composition of two instances of the same NF.We also
compare the optimization effect with or without packet copying
and merging using 64B packets. We present the evaluation setup
in Figure 10. Figure 8 shows the performance of NFs with different
complexity. The L3 Forwarder simply performs one table look up,
while VPN needs to encrypt and encapsulate packets. We observe
that the latency benefit brought by NF parallelism increases with
the rise of NF complexity.
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To create a function of optimization effect and NF complexity,
we modify the Firewall NF so that it busily loops for a given number
of cycles after modifying the packet, allowing us to vary the per-
packet processing time as a representation of NF complexity. We
evaluate the performance using 64B packets. As shown in Figure 9,
the forwarding latency optimization effect rises with the increase of
NF complexity. For the most complex NF (3000 cycles), NFP brings
around 45% latency reduction. Besides, we can observe that the
performance overhead brought by packet copying is minimal.

6.2.3 Effect of Parallelism Degree. NF parallelism could reduce
overall processing latency by executing several parallel NFs simulta-
neously. Theoretically, parallelizing more NFs could reduce latency
to a larger extent. To create a function of optimization effect and the
parallelism degree, we vary the instance numbers of the Firewall
NF (with 300 cycles) from 2 to 5 and evaluate the performance of
sequential/parallel composition of these instances with or without
packet copying and merging using 64B packets. We observe from
Figure 11 that with the increase of parallelism degree, the latency
reduction rises from 33% to 52% for no-copy setups, and up to 32%
for copy setups. We could conclude that higher parallelism degree
brings larger latency benefit while the throughput is not much

affected. However, the latency reduction cannot reach the theoreti-
cal value of 80% for 5 degree parallelism. We attribute this to the
merging process. With higher degree, the merger has to collect and
merge more packets, which increases latency.

6.2.4 Effect of Graph Structure. NFP orchestrator could con-
struct various types of service graphs comprising the same number
of NFs. For instance, for a service graph containing 4 NFs, there
exists 6 possible structures (non-exhaustive) as shown in Figure 14.
We evaluate their performance with or without packet copying and
merging using 64B packets. Figure 12 reveals a better latency opti-
mization effect for graphs with shorter equivalent chain length. For
example, graph(2) enjoys the biggest latency benefit since the equiv-
alent chain length is 1, while graph(5) sees little latency reduction
since the equivalent length is 3.

6.3 Overhead
Although NF parallelism could bring high performance, in 12.3%

situations, packet copying is needed for parallel processing (§4),
incurring extra resource overhead to accommodate copied packets,
and the performance overhead brought by packet copying/merging
actions.

6.3.1 Resource Overhead. NF parallelism could occupy extra
resource to store copied packets. To evaluate the resource overhead
brought by NFP, we calculate the extra resource usage percentage
as a function of TCP packet size (64B to 1500B) and parallelism
degree. According to the header-only copying optimization, only
packet headers are copied. Therefore, for a TCP packet of any size
on the Ethernet, packet copying only occupies 64B extra memory.
We construct the equation of resource overhead (ro), packet size
(s) and parallelism degree (d): ro = 64 × (d − 1)/s . We refer to the
packet size distribution in data centers from [4] and calculate that
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Figure 11: Performance of graphs with
different parallelism degree
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Figure 12: Performance of different
graph structures comprising 4 NFs
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the resource overhead of NFP is ro = 0.088 × (d − 1), which is only
8.8% for the parallelism degree of 2, while achieving 30% latency
reduction derived from Figure 8.

6.3.2 Copying and Merging Performance Overhead. Memory
copying and additional packet merging would be time consum-
ing and could degrade performance [28, 30]. However, NFP needs
packet copying and merging to support NF parallelism. Therefore,
NFP proposes Dirty Memory Reusing to reduce copying necessities,
and uses Header Only Copying to shorten copied memory length to
a fixed 64B for TCP traffic. Furthermore, for packet copying imple-
mentation, we use optimized fast memory copy interfaces provided
by DPDK to reduce copying overhead. As shown in Figure 11, for
the firewall NF, packet copying and merging could bring an average
of 15 µs latency penalty and minimal throughput penalty, while still
achieving 20% latency reduction compared with sequential com-
position. Furthermore, packet copying is only necessary in 12.3%
situations. With longer chains and more complex NFs (e.g. VPN),
the latency overhead percentage of copying and merging would be
further reduced.

6.3.3 Merger Load Balancing. The merger module is burdened
to collect and merge multiple copies of a packet. Therefore, it suffers
a heavier load than NFs. To understand its capability, we evaluate
the peak processing rate with no packet loss of a merger instance
for 64B packets. We use the Firewall NF and set the parallelism
degree as 2. We find that one merger instance can handle 10.7 Mpps
processing rate with no packet loss. According to our experiments,
for packets of any size (including 64B), two merger instances are
sufficient to support full speed packet processing with the paral-
lelism degree of up to 5, which could demonstrate the effectiveness
of the merger load balancing mechanism.

6.4 Real World Service Chains
We evaluate NFP based on real world service chains in data

centers [32, 36] including service chains for north-south and east-
west traffic. For NFP policies, we assume the operator assigns a
sequential chain description based on Order rules for neighboring
NFs in the chain. We generate test packets according to the packet
size distribution derived from [4].We present the original sequential
service chain, NFP policy description, optimized service graph
structure, and performance gain in Figure 13. For the north-south
service chain, NFP parallelizes the Firewall and the Monitor, and
could achieve 12.9% latency reduction with zero resource overhead.
For the west-east service chain, NFP executes the Monitor and
the Load Balancer in parallel, resulting in 35.9% latency reduction
with only 8.8% resource overhead. This demonstrates that NFP
can achieve significant performance improvement with marginal
overhead.

Moreover, to verify the correctness of NFP composition of NFs
in NFV, we generate a series of packets based on our DPDK packet
generator, tag each packet with a unique packet ID in the payload,
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Table 4: Performance of OpenNetVM, NFP, and BESS for
service chains of different lengths. When the chain length

is n, we use n + 2 CPU cores to support each system.
Chain
Length

CPU
Cores

Latency (µs) Processing Rate (Mpps)
OpenNetVM NFP BESS OpenNetVM NFP BESS

1 3 25 23 11.308 9.38 10.92 14.7
2 4 33 27 11.370 9.36 10.92 14.7
3 5 47 31 11.407 9.38 10.90 14.7

and replay them to the sequential service chain and the optimized
NFP service graph. We compare the processed packets and find
that NFP service graph could provide the same execution results
as the sequential service chain, which follows the result correctness
principle proposed in §4.1.

7 DISCUSSION
NFP on Containers v.s. Virtual Machines (VMs): NFP proto-
type is implemented based on Linux Containers instead of VMs
since containers such as Docker [39] are more light-weight [43]
and can provide faster service instantiation and higher perfor-
mance [43, 47]. However, NFP can also be implemented on VMs
with the similar infrastructure design based on the fast packet de-
livery technique between VMs proposed in NetVM [28]. We will
create a VM implementation in our future work.
Pipelining Model vs. Run-to-Completion Model for Service
Chains: We conclude from the literature that two models have
been proposed to support service chains in NFV networks, including
the pipelining model [28, 38, 63, 64] and the run-to-completion (RTC)
model [27, 47]. The pipelining model deploys an NF inside an iso-
lated VM or container with dedicated CPU cores. Meanwhile, the
RTC model abandons virtualization techniques and consolidates
the entire service chain inside one CPU core. NFP aims to acceler-
ate pipelining model based NFV networks by exploiting parallelism
opportunities of NFs to reduce the chain latency. In this section, we
briefly state our insights on the two models, while detailed discus-
sion and comparison of them are out of the scope of this paper.

We conduct a simple experiment to measure the performance of
a service chain composed of 1 to 3 firewall NFs in BESS [27] (RTC),
OpenNetVM (Pipelining), and NFP (Pipelining), when processing
64B packets. We run sequential service chains in OpenNetVM. We
enable NFP to run all NFs in parallel for the highest performance.
When chaining 3 NFs, NFP utilizes 5 CPU cores to carry 3 NFs, a
classifier, and a merger. Given 5 cores, BESS could duplicate 5 entire
chains to place on the 5 cores, and perform hashing in the NIC to
split traffic across cores. As shown in Table 4, RTC could achieve
lower latency and higher processing rate. Note that without the
limitation of the 10G NICs adopted in our experiment, the process-
ing rate of BESS could be even higher. As the chain length n grows,
with more cores to scale out, BESS could theoretically achieve
27.2 × (n + 2) Mpps processing rate [27].

Despite its high performance, RTC could possibly fall short in
supporting NFV’s elasticity of easy scaling out when an NF instance
is overloaded. In the pipelining mode, we could simply create a
new instance on a VM or container, migrate some states [23, 53],
and modify the forwarding table to redirect some flows to the
new instance. However, in RTC, if one NF instance is overloaded,
we need to introduce another core to alleviate the hot spot by
either (1) duplicating the entire chain to the new core, which could
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Figure 15: OpenBox+NFP graph merging result

introduce unnecessary states to be migrated and more NF instances
to be managed, or (2) duplicating the overloaded NF to the new
core, and redirecting flows between two cores for load balancing,
which would introduce cross-core communication and degrade the
performance.
NFP Scalability: NFP consolidates NFs in a service graph inside
one server to optimize resource overhead. According to [25, 32, 36,
52, 60], the lengths of currently deploy service chains normally
do not exceed seven. By allocating one core to each container, a
service graph can be entirely accommodated inside a server with
20 physical CPU cores in our testbed. NFP can support NF scaling
inside one server by allocating remaining CPU cores to new NF
instances with new IDs and constructing service graphs containing
these new instances.

However, sometimes there may be too many NFs in a graph to
fit into one server. We need to revisit and propose resource over-
head optimization techniques to compress overhead and achieve
high performance when supporting NF parallelism across multi-
ple servers. For example, NFP could partition the service graph
onto multiple servers obeying: each server sends only one copy
of a packet to the next server. In this way, we could still benefit
from NF parallelism without introducing extra network bandwidth
resource overhead. Packet delivery between servers could refer
to Flowtags [16] or Network Service Header (NSH) [51]. As our
next step, we will focus on the design supporting cross-server NF
parallelism.
Combining Parallelism and Modularity: OpenBox [7] decom-
poses NFs into building blocks, many of which share no depen-
dencies. Therefore, NFP can be used here to exploit block level
parallelism. After decomposing NFs and sharing common modules,
we could identify dependencies of building blocks, seize parallelism
opportunities, and build an optimized module graph. The Open-
Box+NFP graph merging in Figure 15 could parallelize independent
building blocks, such as Alert (firewall) and DPI, to further reduce
latency. Thus, NFP provides a general optimization that can adapt
to both monolithic and modular NFs.

8 RELATEDWORK
Parallelism in Packet Processing: Some recent works touched
the idea of using parallelism in packet processing. Cisco Vector
Packet Processing (VPP) [9] applies operations directly to a vec-
tor of packets, similar to the data-level parallelism that performs
the single instruction on multiple data (SIMD) simultaneously [48].
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ClickNP [37] benefits from the parallelism capability of FPGA and
implements parallelism inside a building element and across ele-
ments inside an NF. NetVM [28] adopts batch processing, i.e. polling
multiple packets (a batch) each time from NICs to ameliorate IO bot-
tleneck. Above research efforts are orthogonal and complementary
to NFP. NFP already implements batch packet processing. Paral-
lelism based NF acceleration could also fit into the NFP framework.
P4 [6] abstracts NFs into multiple stages of tables, and identifies
table dependencies to enable parallelism inside an NF or across NFs.
P4 explores inter-table parallelism while NFP focuses on inter-NF
parallelism. However, P4 can be used as a possible hardware infras-
tructure for NFP.

ParaBox [65] also attempts to explore NF parallelism in NFV.
However, its NF parallelism detection remains preliminary and
lacks a comprehensive analysis on NF action dependency. ParaBox
has to provide different packet copies for NFs running in parallel,
which introduces large resource overhead. In comparison, NFP
proposes a comprehensive framework with three layers to enable
NF parallelism and enhance NFV performance. Network operators
could write NFP policies to intuitively orchestrate NFs. The NFP or-
chestrator could intelligently identify NF dependency and construct
high performance service graphs with little resource overhead. The
NFP infrastructure can perform light-weight packet copying, dis-
tributed parallel packet delivery, and load balanced packet merging
to support NF parallelism.

Besides, some prior efforts [19, 40] have proposed the concept
of parallel and sequential module composition to construct SDN
applications. They focus on ameliorating the conflicts of module
policies that operate on the same packets, due to the fact that dif-
ferent modules inside an SDN application, or different applications
in SDN networks share the flow table resource. In comparison, NFP
exploits NF parallelism in order to enhance the performance of
NFV networks. NFs in NFV are placed on isolated VMs or contain-
ers. To support NF parallelism, a packet needs to be distributed or
copied, and processed by multiple NFs simultaneously. Therefore,
the ideas proposed by [19, 40] cannot be adopted directly to support
NF parallelism in NFV.
NFV Acceleration Techniques: As summarized in §1, lots of
efforts have been devoted to accelerating NFV, including individual
NF performance enhancement [33, 37, 42, 47, 57], packet delivery
acceleration [28, 30, 38, 64], and NF modularization and building
block sharing [2, 7, 46, 60]. NFP is orthogonal and complementary
to all above research efforts. First, §2 analyzes the approaches to
adopt parallelism among accelerated individual NFs. Second, NFP
already adopts fast packet delivery techniques in the system design
to achieve high performance. Finally, §7 introduces the combination
of parallelism and modularity for larger benefits.
NF Orchestration Techniques: For NFV networks, commercial
solutions including OpenStack [59], OSM [15], and OPNFV [20] and
research efforts including SIMPLE [50] and Flowtags [16] all pro-
pose NF orchestration techniques surrounding sequential service
chains. NFP proposes to embrace parallelism and construct service
graphs possibly with parallel NFs to improve NFV performance. On
the other hand, [3, 58] propose policy based NF orchestration and
management. However, their policies refer to Service Level Agree-
ment (SLA) related objects, while NFs are still chained sequentially.

Nevertheless, their policy abstraction partially enlightened us to
provide policies to operators to describe chaining intents.

9 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
This paper presents NFP, a high performance framework, that

innovatively enables NF parallelism in NFV to improve NFV per-
formance. NFP defines a policy specification scheme for network
operators to intuitively describe sequential or parallel NF composi-
tion intents. NFP orchestrator compiles the policies into optimized
service graphs withmarginal resource overhead.NFP infrastructure
performs classification, parallel delivery and merging to support
NF parallelism. We have implemented a prototype in Linux con-
tainers and demonstrated its performance and overhead. As our
future work, we will enhance the policy specification scheme to
represent more complex NF composition rules. We will also enable
NFP to inspect and ameliorate policy conflicts. Besides, we will
propose an inter-server NF parallelism design of NFP. Moreover,
we will integrate advanced modular NF specifications into NFP
to ease the identification of NF actions. Finally, we will study the
combination of parallelism and modularity to further accelerate
NFV, and demonstrate its performance with advanced Layer 7 NFs.
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